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The following statement was developed and approved by the Executive Committee of 
the Fresno County Community Corrections Partnership (CCP) on August 19, 2011.  On 
that date, AB 109 the Public Safety Realignment Act Implementation Plan was finalized 
and approved by the Executive Committee for submission to the Fresno County Board 
of Supervisors: 
 
“Although AB 109 delineates a funding formula for implementation of this legislation, it 
appears that this initial funding is inadequate to accomplish the specified objectives of 
realignment or to establish the framework necessary to implement the Community 
Corrections Partnership within the aggressive time line set by the State of California. 
  
The Fresno County CCP is concerned that the state of California significantly 
underestimated the population to be realigned to Fresno County.  The funding is 
disproportionate to the task required which inhibits the CCP from fully providing the 
safest possible realignment for our community. 
  
In order to provide maximum safety within our community, this plan will ensure 
offenders are held accountable by placing an emphasis on incarceration and 
supervision, while at the same time providing services to offenders that will ensure the 
highest probability of succeeding.”         
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AB 109 
The Public Safety Realignment Act 

Summary and Overview of Legislation 
 
In an effort to address overcrowding in California’s prisons and assist in alleviating the 

state’s financial crisis, the Public Safety Realignment Act (Assembly Bill 109) was 

signed into law on April 5, 2011.  AB 109 transfers responsibility for supervising 

specified lower level inmates and parolees from the California Department of 

Corrections and Rehabilitation to counties. Implementation of the Public Safety 

Realignment Act is scheduled for October 1, 2011. 

 

Additionally, Section 1230 of the California Penal Code is amended to read “Each 

county local Community Corrections Partnership established pursuant to subdivision (b) 

of Section 1230 shall recommend a local plan to the County Board of Supervisors for 

the implementation of the 2011 public safety realignment. (b) The plan shall be voted on 

by an executive committee of each county’s Community Corrections Partnership 

consisting of the Chief Probation Officer of the county as chair, a Chief of Police, the 

Sheriff, the District Attorney, the Public Defender, presiding Judge or his or her 

designee, and the department representative listed in either section 1230 (b) (2) (G), 

1230 (b) (2) (H), or 1230 (b) (2) (J) as designated by the county board of supervisors for 

purposes related to the development and presentation of the plan. (c) The plan shall be 

deemed accepted by the County Board of Supervisors unless rejected by a vote of 

4/5ths in which case the plan goes back to the Community Corrections Partnership for 

further consideration. (d) Consistent with local needs and resources, the plan may 

include recommendations to maximize the effective investment of criminal justice 

resources in evidence-based correctional sanctions and programs, including, but not 

limited to, day reporting centers, drug courts, residential multi-service centers, mental 

health treatment programs, electronic and GPS monitoring programs, victim restitution 

programs, counseling programs, community service programs, educational programs, 

and work training programs.” 
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Key Provisions in AB 109 

 

 Redefining Felonies:  Revises the definition of a felony to include certain crimes that 

are now punishable in jail for 16 months, 2 years, or 3 years instead of state prison. 

Some offenses, including serious, violent and some sex-offenses, are excluded and 

sentences can continue to be served in state prison. 

   

Local Post Release Community Supervision:   Offenders released from state prison on 

or after October 1, 2011 after serving a sentence for an eligible offense shall be subject 

to, for a period not to exceed 3 years, post release community supervision provided by 

a county agency designated by that county’s Board of Supervisors. 

  

Revocations Heard & Served Locally:   Post release community supervision and parole 

revocations will be served in local jails (by law maximum revocation sentence is up to 

180 days), with the exception of paroled ‘lifers’ who have a revocation term of greater 

than 30 days. The Courts will hear revocations of post release community supervision 

while the Board of Parole Hearings will conduct parole violation hearings in jail.    

 

Changes to Custody Credits: Jail inmates will be able to earn four days of credit for 

every two days served. Time spent on home detention (i.e., electronic monitoring) is 

credited as time spent in jail custody. 

 

Alternative Custody: Penal Code Section 1203.018 authorizes electronic monitoring for 

inmates being held in the county jail in lieu of bail. Eligible inmates must first be held in 

custody for 60 days post-arraignment, or 30 days for those charged with misdemeanor 

offenses. 

 

Community-Based Punishment: Authorizes counties to use a range of community based 

punishment and intermediate sanctions other than jail incarceration alone or traditional 

routine probation supervision. 
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Background and Information 

This historic legislation sets into motion a number of fundamental changes related to the 

incarceration, supervision and treatment of a designated group of offenders and 

provides Fresno County with the ability and limited funding to provide correctional 

services.  AB 109 offers support for community corrections and its multiple goals of 

offender accountability, surveillance and supervision as well as fiscal accountability. 

 

AB 109 reduces the number of offenders incarcerated in the state prison and releases 

offenders convicted of specified felonies (low risk sexual offenders defined by Static 99, 

non-violent offenders and non-serious offenders) to counties of commitment.  It also 

changes the California Penal Code and sentencing practices to keep these offenders of 

specified felonies from being committed to state prison. 

 

Community Corrections as detailed in the Realignment Act are non-prison sanctions 

imposed by a court that move offenders through a system of services that are evidence 

based  and available to those who will most likely benefit from them thereby redeeming 

both offenders and economies.  The magnitude and scope of the legislation has 

required a paradigm shift for the criminal justice system in Fresno County.  The justice 

partners in conjunction with the Community Corrections Partnership stand ready and 

competent to provide for public safety services mindful of the realignment focus on 

evidence based practices and solutions for alternatives to incarceration and reentry 

joined with public safety services.  

 

In October 2011 through October of 2013, Fresno County will receive 1598 returning 

offenders from the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation for post 

release supervision services.  In addition, with the implementation of sentencing 

reforms, those offenders convicted of specified felonies will be punishable in a county 

jail or other local sentencing option for more than one year.  Both of these actions will 

have considerable impact on the community and the justice system in Fresno County.   
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To address these anticipated needs, a number of proposals are recommended that will 

build ground up a system of fiscally responsible, data driven, evidence based rigorous 

reforms to current operations that will be inclusive, comprehensive and transparent.  

The proposed strategies consider the expected multidimensional needs of the new 

realignment population and the solutions necessary to achieve the balance between 

public safety and the spirit of the legislation. The goals of increased public safety 

through reduced victimization can be met at the local level providing there is 

understanding that is informed and based on  the already established and verified  body 

of knowledge of evidence based practice, principles and programs. 

 

SB 678 California Community Corrections Performance Act 

 

The National Institute of Corrections (NIC) recommends that correctional systems 

establish local values, principals and process based on evidenced based research.  It is 

anticipated that the CCP will utilize all evidenced based and logic models as it moves 

forward in the development and implementation of services.   
 
Evidenced based programs are found in the SB 678 California Community Corrections 

Partnership Act.  In 2009 the State of California enacted SB 678 which provided a 

formula based system for sharing state savings with probation departments for 

improved supervision of felony probationers and reduced prison admissions.  Fresno 

County Probation received $1,270,000 to develop and enact evidence based 

programming (EBP) for adult offenders.  This award continues through September 30, 

2012.   The funding allowed for the immediate development of EBP in conjunction with 

supervision practices that were likely to improve the probation performance of offenders 

and reduce the likelihood that the probationers would commit new crimes and other 

violations resulting in a prison commitment.  Several practices have been identified and 

are in the process of being integrated and implemented as well as evaluation programs 

being put in place to determine effectiveness. 
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Evidence Based Practices:  Fresno County Probation 

 

Risk-Needs Assessment 

 

The Static Risk Offender Needs Guide (STRONG) is a 4th generation, state-of-the-art, evidence-
based risk and assessment and automated supervision planning system for adult offenders. It’s 
most salient benefit to corrections agencies is its ability to help personnel predict recidivism by 
type of crime (violence, property or drug offenses, etc.). This allows probation supervisors to 
tailor the most effective decisions and courses for corrections by individual offender.  

The resource is delivered through a Web-based interface and enables clients to manage intake, 
assessment administration, case plan management and outcome reporting from a single 
software application. Core components of the program are aimed at providing a precise and 
objective assessment to gauge the individual's risk level for future criminal acts and a 
prescriptive component that guides corrections personnel in tailoring supervision, treatment and 
services for optimal rehabilitative results. The tool ensures that treatment and public resources 
are devoted to the highest risk offenders and an objective, consistent and simple method of risk 
prediction and necessary levels of supervision. 

Part 1: Static Risk Assessment The program begins with a 26-question assessment of "static" 
factors and scores that determine future risks in three areas: 1) felony, 2) non-violent felony, 
and 3) violent felony. These risk scores lead to classification of offenders into one of five levels: 

 High Risk Violent  
 High Risk Property  
 High Risk Drug  
 Moderate Risk  
 Low Risk  

Part 2: Offender Needs Guide 
Each high-risk offender receives an Offender Needs (Criminogenic) Assessment reached via a 
70-question survey covering social achievements, support systems, cognition and personality 
traits. Questioning covers education, employment, residential stability, marriage/family, friends, 
aggression, coping skills and substance abuse, as well as criminal history.  

Part 3:  Offender Supervision Plan 
STRONG offers the ability to auto-populate the Offender Needs Guide data into an Offender 
Supervision Plan which recommends specific interventions targeting the "dynamic risk" factors 
related to criminal behavior. Targeting the greatest individual risk factors of an offender and 
identifying specific interventions to treat them allow agencies to actively facilitate the kind of 
positive change that can ultimately keep the offender out of the criminal justice system and help 
them become productive members of society.  

Adult Day Reporting Center 

Adult Day Reporting Centers (ADRC), are on-site cognitive restructuring programs designed as 
Evidence Based Practices and designed to change an offender's adverse thinking patterns, 
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provide education and job training to enable long-term employment, and hold offenders 
accountable during the day.  
 
The goals of the Adult Day Reporting Center are to reduce offender rearrests and recidivism, 
assist offenders in successful reentry by providing needed services, and increase public safety 
by holding offenders accountable. These goals will be achieved by providing skill-based learning 
opportunities, educational and vocational training and intensive community supervision.  
 
Participants in the Adult Day Reporting Center:  
 

 Enhance their coping skills through group and peer counseling 
 Locate and maintain stable housing 
 Improve educational and vocational skills 
 Find and retain meaningful work 
 Structure their activities within the community 
 Receive intensive community supervision by their probation officers 

In Fresno County, the ADRC as designed and in the process of moving to full implementation 
has identified supervision, treatment and training for offenders who are identified through 
assessment for services.  Up to 50 realignment offenders will eventually enrolled in the ADRC.   
The current facility is co-located with the Adult Drug Suppression function in Fresno.  Offenders 
go through a four-phase program from one day to seven days per week and are typically seen 
on aftercare approximately six months into the program. At the present time California State 
University, Department of Criminology, has submitted an application to fund a comprehensive 
process and outcome evaluation of the Adult Day Reporting Center program. 
 

 
Thinking for a Change (T4C) Adults 
 
Validated as evidence based program, Thinking for a Change, (T4C) cognitive behavioral 
therapy has proven to be an effective program for juveniles and through endowed grant funding, 
extended for adult offending populations.  Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy (CBT) in the T4C 
model is an empirically supported treatment that focuses on patterns of thinking that are 
maladaptive and the beliefs that underlie such thinking.   Since 1997, Thinking for a Change 
(T4C) has trained thousands of correctional staff to facilitate offender groups in this evidence-
based cognitive behavior program.   The Thinking for a Change curriculum uses as its core a 
problem solving component, with both cognitive restructuring and social skills interventions. 
It was developed to be appropriate for a wide-range of offender groups, and has been 
implemented in all phases of the juvenile and adult criminal justice systems with considerable 
reductions in recidivism. 
 
In Fresno, probation officers have been trained and are being trained in the model and following 
assessment of offenders those moved to the model meet with probation staff twice weekly in 
groups of ten to study and participate in therapy.  The Fresno model is part of the evaluation 
that California State University has proposed completing on the DRC. 
 
Offender Link Telephone Reporting 
 
Validated as a promising practice, Offender Link identifies low risk offenders in bank caseloads 
who can maintain contact via telephone reporting.  This allows probation officers to focus 
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attention on medium to high risk offenders through the use of phone and web based services 
that simplify client supervision with automated voice authenticated check-ins, interviews and 
message delivery.  Probationers receive notifications and court reminders, drug test notifications 
and specific instructions on conditions of probation 
 
Motivational Interviewing 
 
Motivational Interviewing (MI) is a client-centered approach for eliciting behavioral change 
through helping offenders explore and resolve ambivalence.  It is an evidence based practice 
that has been shown to effectively change behavior.  It is a positive and focused goal based 
approach that attempts to increase the offenders awareness of the potential problems caused, 
consequences experienced, and risks faced as a result of the behavior in question.  With 
offenders, the belief that change is possible is an important motivator to succeed in making the 
change.  They’re held responsible for choosing and carry out actions to change. 
In Fresno County probation officers and probation technicians that have direct client contact are 
being trained in the model that will be utilized as an EBP with the realignment population. 
 
 

Proposed Implementation Plan:  Roles and Responsibilities 

 

Fresno County Sheriff’s Office:  Jail Division 

 

The Fresno County Sheriff’s Office is currently responsible for three jails in downtown 

Fresno near the main Fresno County Criminal Courthouse.   Operationally the jail has 

3478 beds available in the three jails but due to budget constraints and reductions, the 

bed count is now maintained at 1923 beds.  There is no ability for the jail to absorb 

additional AB 109 populations at its present funding level and the Sheriff remains under 

a federal consent decree for overcrowding that requires release of inmates whenever a 

designated bed for the inmate’s classification is not available.  

 

With the advent of AB 109 funding it is anticipated that the Fresno County Sheriff would 

reopen a floor in the North Annex Jail that has 432 beds.  In addition due to security 

concerns and classification issues, a small number of classified security beds may be 

opened in the South Annex Jail.   For the operational dates of October 2011 through 

June of 2012, the Sheriff’s Office will open one floor with 432 beds.  Contingent upon 

funding, a second floor with 432 beds would be opened in April 2012 through the end of 

the first fiscal year. 
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Based on inmate classification criteria and the physical construction configuration of the 

North Annex Jail, the 432 beds being considered for use are all Minimum Security 

housing beds.  This physical configuration facilitates programming for some inmates 

while limiting such for others.  The Jail system cannot be operated by segregating AB 

109 inmates from other inmates.  Jail Objective Classification that includes such criteria 

as gender, crime, criminal sophistication, gang affiliation etc., determines the use of 

housing not the specific funding source.  However, the addition of jail beds into the 

system will allow for a significantly larger inmate population, consistent with 

classification issues to be housed in the reopened floors of the North Annex Jail.  This 

will include long term commitments under the mandates of sentencing reform and “flash 

incarceration “strategies. 

 

Additional inmates include (1) those convicted of a felony now sentenced to 16 months, 

two years or 3 years in county jail in lieu of state prison; (2) the additional number of 

offenders who are pretrial; (3) violators of post release supervision up to 180 days; (4) 

violators of state parole up to 180 days; and (5) post release community supervisees 

sanctioned with “flash Incarceration” of up to 10 days. 

 

AB 109 changes how credits for good time and work time are calculated.  This means 

that inmates will be required to serve 50% of their sentence in custody, minus any 

credits for time served prior to their sentence as determined by the Court, instead of 

two-thirds of their sentence, which is the current law. This change may help mitigate, to 

some degree, the impact of longer sentences being served in the county jails. Further, 

all post release community supervision revocations and almost all parole revocations 

will be served locally consistent with the Federal Consent Decree. AB 109 encourages 

the use of flash incarceration up to 10 days in county jail for post release community 

offenders who violate their community supervision terms. 

 

The Fresno County Sheriff’s Office is fully committed to providing proper services for   

inmates serving time in jail for a under the auspices of the legislation and will work with 

the CCP and all attendant interagency and community provider committees that are 
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developed to insure that the appropriate service level is met despite limited funding 

constraints. Expansion of in-custody programming is necessary to maintain safety and 

offer productive use of free time while incarcerated. Enhancements to jail programming 

such as substance abuse services and mental health services are considered vital as 

part of a comprehensive county effort under the legislation. Evidence based 

assessment will become part of the service delivery system.  

 

The use/expansion of the community/agency resources including education and 

vocational services will be explored by the Community Corrections Partnership.  In 

addition, evidence based practices in custodial facilities would include gender 

responsive strategies for the female offending population.   It is anticipated that due to 

the nature of female criminality that the proportion of female offenders in the 

realignment population will increase and that services should be explored that reflect 

gender paths to criminality and gender responsivity in the justice system provision of 

services.  
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Proposed Implementation Plan:  Roles and Responsibilities 

 

The Fresno County Probation Department:  Post Release Supervision 

 

The Fresno County Probation Department has been designated by the Fresno County 

Board of Supervisors as the Supervising County Agency for the Post Release 

Community Supervision program pursuant to AB 109. The department is now in the 

position and has the authority to begin receiving information on the inmates that will be 

released from CDCR to Fresno County and to make the appropriate plans though the 

CCP for offender supervision once retuned to the county. The operational date is 

October 1, 2011. 

 

As the administrator for the post release offenders, a full range of options for community 

supervision has been designed by the probation department under an intensive 

supervision model.  Available under proposed community release strategies are home 

detention with electronic monitoring and GPS, the Adult Day Reporting Center, 

urinalysis testing, cognitive behavioral interventions, adult offender work program, 

referrals to a community network of substance abuse and mental health services and 

residential treatment programs, referral for educational and training programs and “flash 

incarceration” as necessitated for violation of supervision conditions. 

 

As designated in AB 109 legislation, a  post-release supervision cannot exceed a period 

of three years, however, offenders may be discharged earlier following a period of 

successful community supervision;  any revocations will be served in the county jail for 

up to 180 days in length.  As discussed in the realignment legislation, probation is to 

supervise under appropriate terms and conditions of probation, consistent with evidence 
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based practices, treatment services and a series of progressive incentives and 

sanctions. 

 

Post Release Supervision Model 

 

A supervision ratio for this population has been set at one deputy probation officer per 

50 offenders.  The officers and support staff will be located at a site that will facilitate 

program as well as safety and security.  The officers will have full access to the Adult 

Day Reporting Center. The probation department will transition monthly into a 

specialized supervision unit with the responsibility of intensive supervision based on the 

numbers being released from CDCR.  It is estimated that an average of two probation 

officers will be hired each month through June of 2012 in the initial phase.  During the 

initial phase of realignment for post release community supervision, approximately 794 

post release supervision offenders will be received in the county from state prison.   It is 

estimated that this population will grow through 2013 to a total of 1598 offenders having 

been released to the county of Fresno. 
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Estimated Postrelease Community 
Supervision Average Daily Population
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Supervision of the post-release population from CDCR by the Fresno County Probation 

Department is based on the AB 109 legislation that provides for community supervision 

not to exceed three years and discharge in a minimum of six months if they are 

successful under the terms of community supervision.  Offenders in this population can 

be revoked for up to180 days; requiring participation of the Courts, the District Attorney 

and Defense Council, and any time served must be in the county jail. 

 

In keeping with the legislation, the probation department may impose appropriate 

sanctions as deemed necessary by the supervising probation officer as approved by the 

Superior Court.  An expanded continuum of sanctions process is being developed by 

the probation department and a matrix of graduated revocations is also under 

construction consistent with evidence based practices demonstrated to reduce 

recidivism.  This can and will include resource and referral, treatment, day report center 
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and up to ten days custodial time “flash incarceration” for violating specific terms and 

conditions of release. 

 

Adult Day Reporting Center 

 

The Fresno County Probation Department plans to expand the Adult Day Reporting 

Center (ADRC) to provide probation services to offenders in the medium-high risk 

offender category.  The Probation Department anticipates that providing additional 

rehabilitative services to this target group will prove to be the most efficient and cost 

effective use of resources for the realignment population.  The ADRC will be a one-stop 

center for offender accountability and evidence-based supervision and services. It will 

provide supportive supervision and treatment services for eligible offenders as identified 

through assessment. 

 

Once an offender is determined to be eligible through an objective assessment 

instrument, the probation department will refer the offender to the ADRC, where he/she 

will be closely monitored and report regularly for drug and alcohol screening and receive 

intensive case management, substance abuse treatment, life skills, pro-social skill 

development, career guidance, and job training. The services provided at the ADRC will 

be designed to break the offender’s entrenched criminal behavior through onsite 

services. The Probation Department fully anticipates that by addressing the gap in 

service delivery for this offender population, through evidence-based practices at the 

ADRC, it will be able to significantly reduce levels of recidivism within this population.  

 

Through the auspices of SB 678, the probation department has participated in training 

and implementation of evidence based practices that influence supervision practices 

and that have proved effective nationally in reducing recidivism with improved outcomes 

for offenders.  The department has invested significant resources and manpower in the 

selection and implementation of the STRONG Assessment tool.    The data interface for 

the department has been completed, beta testing is about to begin and the assessment 

tool will be ready by October 2011. It is the departments plan to use STRONG the 
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validated risk-needs tool, throughout service provision beginning in the pretrial service 

arena.  

 

Adult Compliance Team (ACT) 

 

Intensive supervision based on offender assessment enjoined with evidence based 

practices forms the cornerstone of the supervision model.  This intensive approach is 

seen in the formation of an interagency safety alliance with Fresno city and county 

justice partners that creates an additional level of offender accountability and public 

safety, the Adult Compliance Team (ACT).   The “strike team” concept is used to 

describe officers dedicated to particular enforcement and safety purposes with an 

immediate capacity to take action. 

 

At implementation, the Adult Compliance Team will consist of sworn officers from the 

Fresno County Probation Department, the Fresno County Sheriff’s Department, the 

Fresno Police Department, the Clovis Police Department and an investigator from the 

Fresno County District Attorney’s Office.  Contingent upon future funding, the team will 

attempt to add officers from various law enforcement agencies in the county of Fresno.   

 

The purpose of the inter-agency compliance team is to add an additional layer of 

offender supervision and public safety. This team however is multi-purposed: to enforce 

conditions of probation; to note trends in the realignment population and to be able to 

efficiently respond to issues; to provide information and direction for all law enforcement 

agencies in the county of Fresno and to be the point of contact for dissemination  of 

offender information; to respond rapidly with knowledge and information about the 

offenders in such case as such emergency situations may arise stemming from this 

population; and to mitigate the need for custodial services through appropriate early 

interventions.  In addition, the team can provide surveillance and warrant sweeps in 

conjunction with other law enforcement agencies. 
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 ACT assigned officers will complete all training in relation to evidence based practices 

including cognitive behavioral therapy and Motivational Interviewing  conforming to 

evidence based  decision making capabilities with the development of a matrix of 

graduated  recidivism  sanctions. 

 

Fresno County Probation Department:  Pre-Trial Services 

 

Supervised Honor Release 

 

Effective October 1, 2011 definition of a felony is amended to include certain crimes that 

are now punishable in jail for 16 months, 2 years, or 3 years instead of state prison. 

Some offenses, including serious, violent and some sex-offenses, are excluded and 

sentences can continue to be served in state prison.  This offender population will now 

serve time locally and is expected to greatly impact the operation of the Fresno County 

Jail and the provision of services.  In addition to the amended legislation, alternative 

custody is considered for inmates being held in the county jail in lieu of bail.   The 

amended legislation also discussed the use of a range of community based punishment 

and intermediate sanctions other than jail incarceration alone or traditional routine 

probation supervision. 

 

After a person is arrested and placed in custody, there is an opportunity for the justice 

system, commensurate with public safety, to determine if conditional release is 

appropriate.  Pretrial service programs interview defendants to gather information:   

references to verify the community ties and substance abuse or mental health 

information; investigations into prior criminal history; prior record of appearance in court, 

and current status with the criminal justice system as to probation and parole histories. 

Compiling all this information, pretrial services staff then make an assessment of the 

risks of danger to the community posed by each defendant and use appropriate 

validated risk/needs assessment tools for information and decision making. Pretrial 

service officers submit a report risk assessment and a recommendation regarding 

release to judicial officers.  Research has demonstrated that the pretrial release 
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decision, controlling for all other factors, has the largest impact on the outcome of a 

case and custodial services.  Defendants who are detained are more likely to be 

sentenced to incarceration, thereby impacting local custodial facilities.  

 

The Fresno County Probation Department operated the SHARP prerelease program 

from 2007 through 2010 to reduce jail overcrowding while providing services to pretrial 

offenders.  The program was discontinued due to funding.  Identified as an evidence 

based practice, a pretrial services program could greatly enhance the capabilities of the 

justice system in Fresno to provide for public safety while providing delivering 

appropriate correctional interventions and referral to a population that has been shown 

in numerous national studies to benefit from the services.  Two deputy probation officers 

will be assigned to the initial development of a service and accountability based 

program to supervise pretrial releases.  This would include the use of electronic 

monitoring/GPS and drug testing and could include post-disposition (bridge) and reentry 

services as well.  

 

 Also critical for the pretrial program is the integration of the STRONG risk needs 

assessment with jail systems.  As the probation department strives to develop and 

implement evidence based practices in pretrial services, the need for appropriate risk 

needs assessment is required.   Through the use of STRONG, the risk needs 

assessment could be completed at the jail by probation technicians.  Following 

assessment, they could prepare packets with significant information on offenders that 

support public and victim safety should the offender be considered for supervised 

release.    

 

In consideration of pre-and post-disposition services, CCP providers and users would 

benefit from an automated real time treatment and referral system that would save time 

and money.  Utilizing purchased and interfaced software between agencies, the system 

(PRIME) allows referrals to an ‘open seat/open bed’ in individual and group settings with 

treatment providers and within seconds of the referral, availability is known. 
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Lastly, an evidence based practice that is shown to be effective in pretrial services 

according is a “reminder service”.  The problem of failure to appear (FTA) can be 

extraordinarily costly, both in terms of the financial cost to local justice systems and the 

integrity of the judicial process. Each court date missed has a ripple effect throughout 

the justice system, leading to inefficient use of time and resources that are often already 

overtaxed. Missed court appearances frequently result in arrest warrants that require 

justice system resources for processing and serving. Defendants arrested on warrants 

for FTA often spend more time in local jails when compared to other jail admissions. 

Missed court appearances impact victims and witnesses that share a stake in the court 

hearings. Reminding defendants of their court appearances with court date notifications 

is a pretrial release intervention designed to reduce failure to appear and associated 

costs.  Systems of reminders such as live, automated and mail have been shown to be 

effective and the pretrial services staff should consider the use of such a system. 

As with any effective and comprehensive pretrial services program, the relationship with 

the criminal court, the probation department, district attorney, public defender and the 

sheriff’s department must be open and collaborative. All agencies will work together to 

insure that services are supportive of public safety as well as the offender.  
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Proposed Implementation Plan:  Roles and Responsibilities 

 

 

Treatment and Services Coalition (TASC) 

 

Central to AB 109 legislative intent and critical to the success of the realignment 

population is the development and implementation of treatment services that address 

criminogenic needs.   Best practices include a combination of surveillance and 

treatment for probationers, rather than one or the other alone based on the use of 

evidence-based practices risk and needs assessment tools. It is known and expected 

that a significant number of the realignment population have long standing unaddressed 

substance abuse problems and/or mental health issues that will need to be considered 

as the CCP plan goes forward.  Treatment as part of the offenders’ adjustment on 

probation has long been seen as the avenue to successful completion of probation and 

a crime free reintegration into the community.  Since the majority of offenders and 

incarcerated populations have serious substance abuse problems, many 

contemporaneously with mental health issues, treatment and appropriate services must 

be developed and should be considered a critical risk reduction strategy.  It is the 

recommendation that a Treatment and Services Coalition (TASC) committee be formed 

to address the outstanding service needs and service gaps that may be identified for 

this population. 
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Roles and Responsibilities 

Program Research and Evaluation 

 

An objective and evidence-based study to assess the validity and effectiveness of the 

justice systems response to and the outcomes for the realignment population is critical 

to determine if the challenges of crime and justice at the county level, including reduced 

victimization and recidivism have been appropriately met.  

 

The program evaluation should commence immediately and include a process 

evaluation to assess the implementation of the strategies and services created and 

directed to the realignment population.  In addition, an outcome evaluation that would 

measure the impact of the strategies and services created for the offending population 

in reducing recidivism among the identified population using quantitative research 

analysis should also be completed. 

 

 Qualitative and quantitative data on evidence-based programs are important in 

corrections. Without effective evidence-based supervision, programs, and services, the 

system exists without empirical evidence of program effectiveness and compromises its 

ability to assist those on probation with changing their criminal behavior.   

 

Quality assurance through systematic observation and evaluation of various 

components of the Fresno County system is a necessity as well.  This is in order to 

assure and maximize the probability that the minimum standards set by the CCP are 

maintained throughout the system. 



Program FTE Start Date 2011-12 Budget

Fresno County Jail

     Open Floor at the Jail (432 Beds) 23 October 1, 2011 3,307,077$                      

     Open Floor at the Jail (432 Beds) 23 April 1, 2012 859,803$                         

     Jail Medical Services October 1, 2012 424,620$                         

     Backfill Parole Housing Funding October 1, 2011 966,453$                         

46 Total 5,557,953$                      

Post-Release Supervision

     Probation Services Director 1 October 1, 2011 103,002$                         

     Probation Services Manager* 2 October 1, 2011 126,792$                         

     Deputy Probation Officer* 16 October 1, 2011 813,870$                         

     Probation Technician 2 October 1, 2011 114,494$                         

     Office Assistant* 5 October 1, 2011 154,514$                         

     Supervising Office Assistant (Existing position cost applied to program) 0.5 October 1, 2011 30,465$                           

     Probation Monthly ISF & Services and Supplies October 1, 2011 105,840$                         

     Electronic Monitoring (75 ADP for RF, 2 ADP for GPS) October 1, 2011 53,723$                           

26.5 Total 1,502,700$                      

*  Positions will be hired as the participants in the Post-Release Supervision Program increases. One Probation Services Manager will be hired

   initially in October 2011 and a second Manager hired in April 2012.  Funding provides for two Deputy Probation Officers to be hired each 

   month starting October 2011 with the goal of maintaining a caseload per officer of 50.  Two Office Assistants will be hired in October 2011

   with three more hired in April 2012.

Adult Compliance Team

   Deputy Probation Officer 2 October 1, 2011 166,474$                         

   Sheriff Sergeant 1 October 1, 2011 123,047$                         

   Fresno Police Officer with equipment 1 October 1, 2011 95,247$                           

   Clovis Police Officer 1 October 1, 2011 93,924$                           

   Senior District Attorney Investigator (with Services and Supplies) 1 October 1, 2011 129,980$                         

   Probation Monthly ISF & Services and Supplies October 1, 2011 14,994$                           

Total 6 623,666$                         

Draft 2011-12 AB 109 Budget 



PRE-TRIAL

   Deputy Probation Officer 2 October 1, 2011 166,474$                         

   Probation Technician 2 October 1, 2011 114,494$                         

   Probation Monthly ISF & Services and Supplies October 1, 2011 18,450$                           

   Integrated Court Hearing Notification System January 1, 2012 50,000$                           

Total 4 349,418$                         

Office Space

  Program Office Space October 1, 2011 112,415$                         

Total 112,415$                         

Services/Programs

  Contracted Day Reporting Center (25 spaces) January 1, 2012 100,000$                         

  Evidenced Based Practices Treatment Services Contracts October 1, 2011 517,216$                         

Total 617,216$                         

Program Evaluation/Assessment

    Contracted Program Evaluation and Assessment October 1, 2011 75,000$                           

Total 75,000$                           

Total Program Costs 8,838,368$                      

Breakout by Department/Function Sheriff 5,256,380$                      

Public Health 424,620$                         

Probation 2,146,001$                      

Fresno Police 95,247$                           

Clovis Police 93,924$                           

District Attorney 129,980$                         

Day Reporting Center 100,000$                         

Evidenced Based Treatment 517,216$                         

Contracted Program Evaluation 75,000$                           

8,838,368$                      


